Fermi statistics require that all quarks in a nucleus be antisymmetrized, and hence that quarks belonging to different nucleons be exchanged in proportion to the degree of nucleon overlap. This leads to a shift in the distribution of quark momentum relative to that in isolated nucleons, and hence to a shift in the structure function F2(x). This paper extends previous work on the European Muon Collaboration (EMC) effect for the trinucleon system to systems with large numbers of nucleons. For large N, certain divergences were encountered and traced to contributions arising from unlinked quark clusters. After renormalization a smooth N~~limit was obtained. The conclusion derived in the previously considered %=3 case is upheld: Quark exchange is very important -perhaps even dominant -in calculating the deviation away from unity of the ratio of the nuclear structure function to that of a free nucleon.
For large X the number of distinct diagrams is hopelessly large, and for practical purposes we make the following approximation:
All those diagrams shall be discarded which involve simultaneous quark exchanges between three, or more than three, nucleons. Examples are given in Fig. 2 . This is justified if either the nucleon size is small or the density of nucleons is su%ciently low.
However, we must include quark exchange between any number of nucleon pairs which are dynamically uncorrelated from other pairs. An example is given in Fig. 3 . In this section the precise form of C is irrelevant, other than its spatial extension should correspond to the dimensions of a nucleon. Consider a matrix element of the following kind: Af, ""=IV""=L .
(2.9a)
Although the total number of diagrams which enter into the calculation of various matrix elements is extremely large, they are repetitions of a few basic units, or "primitives, " only. In the following a complete catalogue is presented. 
where IV is, in terms of the primitives JM and JV, W""=4'", +2JV"".
(2.13) (2. 14)
The occurence of (N 2r --1)!instead of (N 2r )! i-n the first term of (2.14) is a reminder that one nucleon has been singled out by the external quark indices. Also, in the second term the (r -1)!occurs because there are only (r -1) indistinguishable pairs, the pair associated with JR or JV being singled out.
To check the correctness of (2.14), set p = v and sum on 
In the above, p refers to the external quark momentum (p=v=p). The "initial" nucleon momenta are K&, Kz and "final" momenta are K'"K2. 
